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opment of T. gamhien.se in the blood of infected mice. The asses that 
furnished this serum did not develop an active immunity, but, on the 
other hand, emaciated and died. Microscopic examination of the 
blood failed to show trypanosomes, but if large quantities of serum 
(20 c.c.) were injected into dogs, the dogs developed trypanosomiasis, 
from which they died. The authors believe that in the ass the 
trypanosomes acquire an immunity against the serum. 

Working with brilliant green, Wendelstadt and Fellmer {ibid.., p. 
263) have discovered that this substance has much the same effect upon 
the trypanosomes in infected animals as was shown to exist for trypan- 
roth by Shiga and Ehrlich. Injections of brilliant green in rats and 
apes whose blood is swarming with nagano trypanosomes causes a dis¬ 
appearance of the organisms from the blood and prolongs the life of 
the animals. A combination with arsenic increases the action and 
often brings about a cure. For a certain time after the injections of 
brilliant green the blood of the treated animal is not infectious. As 
the trypanosomes are destroyed in the blood curious forms of the organ¬ 
ism are found which have a cystic appearance. They are found prin¬ 
cipally in the spleen. The author believes it possible that these forms 
may have something to do with the life cycle of the organism. 
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Preservation of Milk.—Behring, who advocates the treatment of 
milk for infants with formalin, has asserted that the presence of one 
part of the preservative in 4000 parts of milk makes no appreciable 
difference in the taste of the milk, which statement is denied by Dr. 
Leo Sciiaps (Zeiischrift filr Hygiene undlnjcktionskranlcheiten, Bd. 1. p. 
247), who finds that in the proportion of 1 in JO,000 it causes an objec¬ 
tionable taste, which is perceptible when the proportion is as small as 
1 in 40,000. While formalin checks the development of the lactic acid 
bacteria, its action upon staphylococci intentionally introduced was 
found to be far less marked, even when the proportion was raised to 
1 in 5000, which strength was found to be not effective against tubercle 
bacilli placed in both raw and cooked milk. Behring’s statements are 
controverted also by Paul Sommerfeld {ibid., p. 153), who found 
that while formalin in the proportion of 1 to 5000 or 1 to 10,000 has a 
marked inhibitory influence on milk bacteria when the milk is kept at 
50° to 60°, it has hardly any influence in diminishing their number 
after twenty-four hours, when the milk is kept at 68° and above. When 
the treated milk was kept at ordinary incubator temperature it yielded 
about the same number of bacteria per cubic centimetre as the control 
specimens. Pathogenic bacteria (typhoid and diphtheria) added to 
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sterilized milk were found to resist the influence of formalin, 1 to 5000, 
when the milk was kept at room temperature for twenty-four hours, 
and at incubator temperature for forty-eight hours. 

Budde has proposed as a proper, efficient, and harmless method of 
sterilizing milk the addition of small amounts of hydrogen peroxide 
and warming to 104°. P. Gordan’s (Centralblatt filr Balcteriologie, 
etc., Nos. 22, 23, Abth. 2, Bd. xiii.) experiments show that the amounts 
recommended by Budde exert no appreciable influence. Larger 
amounts exert a marked inhibitory influence upon the lactic acid bac¬ 
teria, but not infrequently streptococci and peptonizing bacteria are 
hardly affected. Only when three times as much as Budde advised 
is used, equal to 1.05 per cent, of Merck’s preparation, are all the bac¬ 
teria killed; but the disagreeable taste that it imparts makes its use 
impossible. M. Lukin (ibid., Bd. xv., No. 7) attributes the various 
adverse reports on the method to the use of the ordinary commercial 
preparations instead of the neutralized form. While he finds Budde’s 
process effective, he agrees that the agent imparts a disagreeable taste 
which cannot be got rid of. E. Baumann (Munchener viedizinische 
Wochenschrift, No. 23, Bd. lii. p. 1083) found that while the addition of 
hydrogen peroxide to the extent of 0.35 to 2 parts in 1000 greatly 
reduced the number of bacteria in ordinary market milk kept at 113° 
to 122° for two to three hours, in no case was complete sterility 
produced; but milk produced under the strictest sanitary conditions 
and similarly treated was found to be completely sterilized. Sterilized 
milk inoculated with the organisms of typhoid fever, dysentery, cholera, 
and tuberculosis, and treated with the agent in the proportion of 0.35 
in 1000, and heated as above, remained sterile. 
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